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Útdráttur 

Samfélagsmiðlar hafa í gegnum tíðina orðið mun meira heldur en svæði til að hafa 

samband við gamla vini og fjölskyldu. Frá því að mynda sitt eigið almannarými innan 

hins stafræna heims til þess að virka sem burðarás fyrir byltingar á netinu og aðstoða 

við að leita að og finna týnt fólk, hafa samfélagsmiðlar hafa sannað mikilvægi sitt í 

samfélaginu. Sér í lagi er það myllumerkið (e.hashtag) sem leikur nauðsynlegt 

hlutverk og hefur það mikla þýðingu fyrir aktivisma á netinu, aðstoð við mannshvörf 

og mótun almannarýmisins.  

 Þessi ritgerð rýnir í þessi hlutverk sem samfélagsmiðlar og myllumerkið hafa 

innan samfélagsins með því að greina breytingarnar sem hafa orðið á almannarýminu 

á gervihnattaröld og merkingu myllumerkisins til aktívisma. Auk þess greinir 

ritgerðin notendahegðun þegar kemur að því að taka þátt í aktívísma á netinu, eða 

„slacktivisma" og reynir að komast að því hvaða hvatir liggja að baki þess að taka þátt 

í aktívisma sem mögulega er gagnslaus. Með því að greina nokkur mismunandi mál er 

kafað dýpra í meiningu myllumerkisins innan aktívismans og kannað hversu 

hjálplegur slacktivismi getur verið. Niðurstöður heimildavinnu og upplýsinga úr 

greiningartæki á netinu gefa til kynna að notkun myllumerkisins er mikilvæg 

herförum á netinu og oftar en ekki færast þær af skjánum og á göturnar. Í þeim 

tilfellum er tilgangurinn að breyta hugsunarhætti innan samfélagsins. Þar að auki gefa 

niðurstöðurnar til kynna að hvatinn á bakvið að taka þátt í „slacktivisma" er tvíþættur. 

Annars vegar tekur fólk þátt til að bæta upp fyrir eitthvað siðferðislega rangt úr 

fortíðinni eða slæma hegðun og hinsvegar sýna niðurstöðurnar fram á að hjarðhegðun 

á lítinn sem engan þátt í þátttöku almennings.  

Lykilhugtök: Samfélagsmiðlar, Twitter, myllumerki, slacktivism, activism, 

almannarými 
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Abstract 

Social media has through the years become much more than platforms to connect with 

old friends and family. From forming their own public sphere within the digital world 

to working as a backbone to online revolutions and help finding missing persons, 

social networks have become highly relevant to today's society. The hashtag in 

particular plays a meaningful role on social media and it holds a great significance to 

online activism, finding missing persons and shaping the digital public sphere.  

 This thesis focuses on the part social media and the hashtag has to play in 

modern society by analyzing the changes on the public sphere in the digital age and 

the significance the hashtag holds to online activism. Including that, the thesis also 

analyses user behavior when it comes to partaking in online activism or "slacktivism" 

and tries to understand what urges lie behind participating in activism that might be 

useless. By analyzing a few different topics, a deeper meaning is found behind the 

hashtag within this type of activism. Results from researching and information from 

online analyzing tools, suggest that the usage of the hashtag is highly important to 

online campaigns. More often than not those campaigns move away from the screens 

and on to the streets, with the purpose of changing the way of thinking within a 

society. Moreover, the results argue that the urges behind participating in 

"slacktivism" is two fold. On one hand people include themselves to right a former 

wrong in order to balance out their own moral compass, and on the other hand it 

shows that herd behavior has nothing or little to do with the public's participation. 

Key terms: Social media, Twitter, hashtag, slacktivism, activism, public sphere 
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1.0 Introduction 

From the founding of the internet itself and later the world wide web, the usage of 

social media has been growing steadily since their beginning. Social networks range 

from blogs such as Tumblr, content sharing platforms such as YouTube, Flickr and 

Instagram to the micro blogging network Twitter and major mediums like Facebook. 

These networks have been made easily accessible by smartphone and tablet 

applications created to accommodate the modern fast paced technological society.  

 Social media is not only used by the common man or woman, but also by 

corporations, advertising agencies and the film and television industry as a marketing 

tool and a way to connect with customers. These ever-growing networks have 

changed the public sphere and offered questions on why people partake in certain 

activities online. These changes have brought out criticism against the excessive use 

of social media, especially with regards to privacy matters. Following the online 

community, a popular type of online activism has emerged. It survives on shares, 

likes, re-tweets, hashtags and online signatures. This kind of activism has gained a 

great deal of critique concerning how and if this activism, or slacktivism, genuinely 

does good. Debates over whether or not online activism works have been surrounding 

the topic from the start, with questions being raised about why people play a part in 

such campaigns.  

 By using helpful online analytic sources that collect data and information on 

each hashtag, the process and usage of the tag can easily be followed. Such tools 

allow researchers to realize what kind of an influence the tag can actually have within 

the digital world and among social media users. Although limited by 140 characters 

on micro blogging site Twitter, the tag has been put to great use as a starting point for 

revolutions that changed society, hopefully for the better. With a number of online 
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campaigns or revolutions being successful with the help of the hashtag, the popular 

pound symbol has proved itself having more meaning to society than just being an 

operator for categorizing topics. From the online revolt leading up to and during the 

Arab spring to major campaigns such as #ferguson and #freethenipple taking over 

social media as well as the streets, the tag has been used to change the way activism 

progresses in today’s society. Social media and the hashtag have created a public 

sphere on their own within the digital world and proved themselves very useful to 

changing the course of history. 

 

2.0 From drumbeats to the hashtag 

The historic development of media is characterized by an increase of speed and by 

conquering distances. The earliest method of sharing a message was the spoken word, 

which required the presence of the speaker and the listener. From cavemen leaving 

parietal art on cave walls, the Chinese and the Greeks were among the first to 

overcome the trouble of distance by using smoke signals and drumbeats, and later the 

invention of the alphabet allowed furthermore the storage of information through 

time.  

  Marking the beginning to printing as we know it, was Johann Gutenberg’s 

printing press. Invented around 1450 by Gutenberg, his was the first printing press 

that could print efficiently without too much cost and in a more convenient way than 

before. The idea had been around for centuries with Chinese paper being used by the 

Western world and ideas of a press making a mark on timber or paper. Gutenberg had 

perfected the already existing theories and started a printing revolution (Stovall, 

2005).	
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 During the industrial revolution in the 1800’s, remarkable inventions were 

made, making it even easier for human beings to correspond. In 1844, Samuel F.B. 

Morse completed his first electrical line for the government and sent the message 

“What hath God wrought” from Washington to Baltimore, using his own newly 

invented telegraph (Bates, 1914). Following the telegraph, development was quick 

and as early as 1876, Alexander Graham Bell signed the patent for the telephone. 

These changes of technology meant an immense change in commercial and media for 

societies all over the world, which was rapidly getting smaller. People could connect 

from different sites of the globe and trading was considerably easier with the 

technology of correspondence. From this point on, innovations would only get greater 

with the invention of the radio shortly after the telephone, the television thereafter, the 

computer and finally the internet that would one day conquer the world. 

   

2.1 The history of the Internet 

The internet itself is the brainchild of a handful of scientists and idealists, that in the 

sixties saw great potential in a time of need, by connecting computers by a common 

basis. In the middle of the cold war, the US military was looking for a way to 

correspond quickly across the country, as their scientists were based all over the US. 

These scientists were working for ARPA or Advanced Research Project Agency, an 

extensive project whose main purpose was to further technology and weapons for the 

military (Þórður Víkingur Friðgeirsson, 2001, p.19). The solution was to break down 

messages, send them via electric cables and reassemble them on arrival and the first 

message was sent on the 29th of October in 1969. The system crashed as Charley 

Kline sought to log into the Stanford network from the University of California 

(Boulton, 2014). In the following years, many tried and failed to successfully dispatch 
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messages and many networks were being developed. Due to the many structures that 

were in operation, none of them spoke the same “language” and were, therefore, 

unable to successfully send messages to one another. In the year of 1981, a turning 

point was achieved as an agreement was made stating that each and every network 

had to use the same protocol called The Internet Protocol or TCP/IP. Even though the 

internet, similar to how it is known today had been created, one still had to have some 

knowledge in technology to use it and access the Net (Þórður Víkingur Friðgeirsson, 

2001, p.20-21). That changed when the internet became open to all without any 

patents or licenses and on August 6th in 1991, Tim Berners-Lee changed history by 

launching the first web page on the world wide web. 

  

2.2 The World Wide Web 

Tim Berners - Lee was born in 1955, along with fellow computer icons Bill Gates and 

Steve Jobs. His parents were both computer scientists, an occupation that introduced 

him to the jungle that was the complicated internet. From childhood, Berners-Lee 

wondered how the human brain makes random associations when a machine needs to 

be programmed to make such associations, and therefore they must not be random. 

The idea that computers would become all the more powerful if they could in fact 

come up with random associations by linking information, stuck with him from 

childhood and throughout his studies at college (Berners-Lee, 2000, p.1). He 

pondered as well the human talent in working together, how one brain’s perspective 

can finish an idea of another.  
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From these speculations, he came to the conclusion that new ideas become whole 

when a lot of these random thoughts and associations, mix together and make a 

wholesome idea or thought:  

Half-formed ideas, they float around. They come from different 

places, and the mind has got this wonderful way of somehow just 

shoveling them around until one day they fit. They may not fit so 

well, and then we go for a bike ride or something and it’s better. 

        Isaacson, 2014, page 408 

Berners-Lee took those thoughts and ideas with him as he got a consultant job 

at CERN in Switzerland, a company that specializes in physics research. He soon 

realized that he needed a way to quickly navigate thousands of researchers and their 

projects (Þórður Víkingur Friðgeirsson, 2001, p.21-22). Many of the researchers had 

their own computer networks, one usually speaking a different language than the next 

one. Berners-Lee needed a structure capable of linking every person to their projects 

and to catalog the connections to their computer systems. So he invented a structure 

capable of the job and named it Enquire, after a Victorian book of information from 

his childhood (Berners-Lee, 2000, p.3). After a few years, Berners-Lee found himself 

working with the top managers at CERN in order to perfect Enquire even more. Using 

hypertext and HTML to store and connect information, the application was named 

The World Wide Web, abbreviated by WWW, an abbreviation well known all over 

the world today. Finally, in 1991 the first site online saw the light of day (Isaacson, 

2014). 
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2.3 Social media and the hashtag 

The next step in development were social networks. Hundreds of social networking 

sites have surfaced, the most notable ones being LinkedIn, MySpace, YouTube, 

Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter. The sites are diverse, each focusing on a different 

aspect of hobbies, advertisement, gender, age and so on. They let people connect with 

friends and family, make new friends, store and collect photos and data and create 

mini-societies within each network. 

 In 1997 the first social network launched, called sixdegrees.com. Launched by 

Andrew Weinreich, the site was the first to combine profiles, friend lists and instant 

messaging in some form. Following six degrees, more and more networks joined the 

world wide web and in nine years at least forty major networks had emerged (Boyd 

and Ellison, 2007). The site got its name from the six degrees theory which was 

introduced to pop culture by inserting actor Kevin Bacon into the equation. The 

theory claims that it only takes six steps or a chain reaction of six persons or places, to 

link any two people on the planet. With regards to Kevin Bacon, the theory argues 

that it takes only six actors or movies to connect them to another actor that acted 

alongside Bacon (Griggs, 2014) 

 The use of the hashtag began with Twitter, a micro blogging social network 

where users can post text or photos under 140 characters. It was created in March 

2006 and launched in July the same year by creators Jack Dorsey, Noah Glass, Biz 

Stone and Evan Williams. The network gained popularity instantly and as of June 

2016, it has about 313 million active users every month (Twitter Inc, 2017). In August 

2007, Chris Messina, a former Google designer, posted the very first hashtag on 

Twitter. Inspired by IRC users that had used the pound symbol to organize labels on 

topics, Messina thought the same could easily be done on Twitter and wanted to use 
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the symbol to create groups within the network (Doctor, 2013). The hashtag is used to 

discuss specific events, people or issues and creates a type of compartments on social 

networks, categorizing the topics at hand. Since then, the trend has caught on and is 

used on many other platforms such as YouTube, Tumblr, Facebook and Instagram. 

People can easily search social networks or even the internet by hashtags and every 

photo, tweet and status update is categorized by the tag used, making it easy to access 

information through search tools or analytic sources. 

 

3.0 The hashtag within the public sphere 

In order to understand why the hashtag has such an influence on society’s structure, it 

is critical to look back and understand how the hashtag and social media has changed 

the public space. From economically free men in ancient Greek meeting up in market 

places and bathhouses to discuss political issues and to the internet, the public space 

has shifted vastly over the ages. Today, the public space has been taken over by 

television, the internet and online mediums.  

  Philosopher Jürgen Habermas argues that the public space is a physical place 

where a public political opinion can be created, free from the coercion of the ruling 

government or politicians. Preferably, the setting is where the public shares a 

common good such as marketplaces, parks and coffee shops (Habermas, 1989). If 

social mediums such as Twitter have taken over from bathhouses, they therefore must 

be without coercion from the government with a middle class, educated audience 

discussing freely and openly and thus creating new public, political opinions. 

  In 2013, author and professor Christian Fuchs argued that Twitter can not be 

public space since political conversation is minimal and pop singers and actors hold 

more power on the medium than politicians or activist movements. He stated that 
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Twitter is for entertainment only, since it is overrun by entertainers and soft media 

(Fuchs, 2013), with soft media being categorized as news that is primarily 

entertaining such as tabloids and personal stories and interviews. Nonetheless, in 2015 

Bustle’s journalist Martha Sorren argued that the Twitter accounts of select celebrity 

activists were changing the world, including Emma Watson who is widely recognized 

for her work for the HeForShe campaign as well as her efforts for UN women that 

granted her the title of Goodwill ambassador in 2014. Additionally, among others, the 

list consists of Tom Hiddleston, whose main focus is helping starving children 

through UNICEF, Leonardo DiCaprio for his efforts of putting an end to animal abuse 

and Stephen Fry who famously fights against the taboos surrounding mental health 

issues (Sorren, 2015). With Emma Watson holding over 24.5 million followers, 

Stephen Fry with 12.5 million and Leonardo DiCaprio with 17.4 million followers, 

along with politicians using Twitter, politics and activism has become steadily more 

evident on Twitter. Donald J. Trump’s account has 16.8 million followers, Hillary 

Clinton’s over a 14 million and Barack Obama’s 87.3 million followers make 

Obama’s account one of the most followed on Twitter. After Trump’s win in the 2016 

US presidential elections, the hashtag #notmypresident became prominent on Twitter. 

With this more political setting in the last few years, Twitter has taken a shift from 

bringing entertainment only. Yet, the most followed accounts in 2014 were Katy 

Perry, Justin Bieber and Barack Obama (Al-Greene, 2014) with neither Perry nor 

Bieber known for activism or political standpoints. The top three remain the same in 

2017, with some combined followers of over 280 million.  

  The political pavement is without a doubt in place on Twitter, among with 

other social mediums such as Facebook, ever since politicians themselves and online 

news mediums turned to social media for marketing and votes. Even though the 
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politics are in place to form a public space, not everything can be discussed freely on 

social mediums, or the internet altogether. Facebook, Twitter and Instagram for an 

example, all work with a regulation that limit the freedom of speech, banning nudity, 

threats, hate speech and overall crimes. If in breach of these community guidelines, 

the comment, photo, status update or the entire account may be deleted (Facebook, 

2017). The coercion of the governing power can therefore influence the audience’s 

opinions, making the medium a place where discussion is neither open nor can the 

public truly talk candidly: The public space is therefore being censored. Although 

social mediums are censored in a way, in modern times a person would presumably 

be asked to leave the premises after sharing bigotry and hate speech with fellow 

coffee-shop customers. If there is no-place to truly speak openly, except in the safety 

of a person’s home, the whole concept of public space might be questioned in the age 

of networking and revolutions of human rights. Social mediums should rather be 

categorized as a part of the public sphere, as Habermas described as a realm of 

society’s life where public opinions are formed. Part of that realm is constructed by 

every conversation private persons have, when coming together as a public 

(Habermas, 1989). In contrast to the public space which is a substantial, physical 

place, the public sphere is part of the public realm.  

  Social media has indeed on numerous occasions created public opinions when 

people come together to discuss political issues, therefore social media is a social 

sphere in itself within the digital social sphere, as it is not a physical place but rather a 

realm with possibilities for private to become public and participation for those who 

want it. The hashtag itself has created it's own platform of expressing opinions, 

making it a modern type of the public space within the public sphere formed by social 

networks. A shared moment of political agreement has developed during a time of 
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turmoil, creating a widespread class of weaponry where social media plays the main 

part and the hashtag is an instrument of manipulation and revolutions starting within 

the digital public sphere but ending up in public space with movements taking over 

the streets.  

 

3.1 A weapon of revolution 

The hashtag has been used widely as ammunition in revolutions online that often get a 

life away from the screens and on the streets of a society in turmoil. Although a 

popular form of protest, hashtag activism or slacktivism, has also gained a lot of 

criticism, similar to the “like” on Facebook; People are participating but not really 

making a difference.  If used correctly, hashtags can however indeed create a shared 

political view among social media users, even if only temporarily. Such revolutions 

have marked a change in history, with the most notable ones being the hashtag-

outburst surrounding the Arab Spring, hashtags #blacklivesmatter and #ferguson and 

the feminist hashtag #freethenipple that turned Iceland, among other countries, 

sideways.   

  On December 17th 2010, a young vegetable merchant stepped in front of a 

federal building in Tunisia and set himself on fire. The self-immolation was a protest 

of inflation, high unemployment rates, corrupted politics and human rights violations 

such as denying citizens the freedom of speech (Lotan, Graeff, Ananny, Gaffney, 

Pearce, Boyd, 2011). In the months to come the passion for democracy spread 

quickly, with governments breaking down in Egypt and Tunisia and protesters taking 

over major cities all over North Africa and the Middle East (Howard and others, 2011 

p.2). 
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 In his 2012 book Tweets and the streets: Social media and contemporary 

activism, journalist Paolo Gerbaudo describes the scene when a protest camp was 

forcefully evicted in 2011 at Tahrir square in Cairo, following the fall of Egyptian 

political leader Hosni Mubarak: A young Egyptian woman snaps photos on her phone 

of the violent arrests and posts them online, a sight Gerbaudo thought to be almost 

symbolic to the cause. The camp was the third that occupied Tahrir square and each 

one got a hashtag on social media; #Apr8, #Jun28 and #Jul8, based on the dates they 

surfaced (Gerbaudo, 2012). The tag #Tahrir also quickly emerged, used to discuss the 

scene both by residents and the society of support that had been born online. Only two 

weeks after Mubarak resigned, over 3000 tweets a day came from outside the country 

with over 225.000 tweets overall from neighboring countries, using any of the many 

hashtags the revolutions had birthed (Howard and others 2011, p.4), sharing critical 

information for societies and news mediums. 

 During the Arab spring and the months leading up to it, social media was used 

as a tool to put pressure on governments. The hashtag #sidibouzid rapidly became a 

hashtag for those commenting on the situation in the Middle East and it eventually 

became somewhat of a symbol for the online revolution, with Sidi Bouzid being the 

hometown of the Tunisian vegetable vendor. Sparking a similar fire, the hashtag 

#Jan25 was used as a symbol for the Egyptian revolution, started on January 25th 

2011 with protestors organizing a demonstration against police brutality (Lotan, 

Graeff, Ananny, Gaffney, Pearce, Boyd, 2011).  

 In April 2011, journalists Nadia Idle and Alex Nunns, gathered tweets 

regarding the Egyptian revolution and Tahrir square and published them in a book 

where the tweets tell the story. In their book, Tweets from Tahrir: Egypt’s revolution 

as it Unfolded, in the Word of the People Who Made It, the 2nd of February 2011 is 
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traced tweet by tweet in chronological order. The day before, Mubarak announced his 

resignation but instead Tahrir square was rampaged by pro-Mubarak thugs and 

security in order to get rid of protesters during a massive sit-in. The first tweet of that 

date listed in the book comes from user TravellerW at 11.42, wishing a good 

revolution and stating that he will be tweeting live from Cairo, using hashtags #Jan25 

and #Egypt. The last tweet, sent out at 06.39 by user mosaaberizing, stating that the 

sunrise shows how much blood has been spilled, uses the tag #Jan25. The tweets 

gathered in the book were sent out by protesters, pro-Mubarak thugs and even by 

Mubarak himself. The hashtags used are all critical dates, especially #Jan25, places 

and people, with the most notable ones being #Tahrir, #Egypt and #Mubafuck. (Idle 

and Nunns, 2011).  

 Following the events of the Arab spring, both social media and the hashtag 

have been used as a weapon of choice in movements and revolutions. These hashtags 

can range from hashtags promoting good causes to tags trying to save the world, the 

most recent and notable one coming from social media celebrity Jerome Jarre in an 

effort to feed the starving children of Somalia. The hashtag 

#TurkishAirlinesHelpSomalia was created in order to lobby the airline to offer a free 

cargo flight to Somalia, filled with food. The movement caused a stir on social media 

with celebrities and filmmakers showing their support and a crowd funding campaign 

raising more than enough money to fill a cargo plane with food. The money ended up 

being spent on food for Somalis and the cargo plane was filled with food specially 

made for malnourished children (Uras, 2017).  
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3.2 #ferguson and #blacklivesmatter 

On August 9th in 2014, friends Michael Brown and Dorian Johnson were walking 

down the street in the St Lois suburb, Ferguson. According to witness statements from 

Johnson and eyewitness Tiffany Mitchell, a police car pulled up by the boys and shot 

one shot out the window. The teenagers started running, resulting in Michael Brown 

being fatally shot in the street by the police officer, with some reports saying he was 

shot up to six times (BBC, 2014). However, the statement given by chief of police 

and the officer himself, declared that Brown had pushed the police officer into the car 

and continued to assault him, until the gun was fired. Later, Brown was supposed to 

have been charging towards the police officer through the storm of bullets. 

Eyewitnesses however, claim to have seen Brown raise his hands in surrender while 

approaching the police officer, still firing his gun (Gander, 2015b). Mere minutes 

after his deaths, people were demanding an explanation as to why Michael Brown, an 

unarmed 18-year-old, was lying dead on the ground after putting his hands in the air 

in surrender, pleading for his life. Social media called for answers and an ocean of 

activism hashtags took over the major social media platforms. At the beginning, 

because of eyewitness statements that Brown had his hands in the air, the hashtag 

#HandsUpDontShoot was among the first one’s trending, combating victim blaming 

and calling for justice. Within the month more than eight million tweets using the 

hashtag #Ferguson had surfaced, with users demanding explanations and justice for 

African-Americans all over (Bonilla and Rosa, 2015).  

 The online movement and trending tag #Ferguson, embodied and brought 

back to life a previous hashtag, #blacklivesmatter, that had emerged in wake of the 

release of George Zimmerman, killer of 17-year-old Trayvon Martin. Created by 

activists Alicia Garza, Patrisse Cullors and Opal Tometi in order to bring attention to 
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the gravity of the case in 2013 when Zimmerman was acquitted (Garza, no date), 

#blacklivesmatter was still not used as a method of protest of any significance until 

the killing of Michael Brown in August 2014. The hashtag was up until then, merely a 

hashtag, used a little over 400 times in the months of June and July of 2014 (Freelon, 

Mcilwain and Clark, 2016, p.9). However, other hashtags revolving around the killing 

of Martin emerged, including the most notable one #hoodiesup, in protest of the 

criminalization of hoodies and the victim blaming Martin faced in the media due to 

the fact he was wearing one. With news broadcaster Geraldo Rivera even claiming the 

hoodie was just as much at fault as Zimmerman (Fung, 2012), the movement gained 

such attention that even democratic congressman Bobby Rush revealed a grey hoodie 

under his jacket as he stepped to the podium in March 2012 and put on the hood as he 

began to speak against racial profiling. He was later escorted off the floor for being in 

content with House floor decorum (Walsh, 2012). Mirroring #hoodiesup against 

victim blaming, the tag #noangel later materialized in protest of the media’s portrayal 

of Michael Brown. On August 24th the day before Brown’s funeral, journalist for the 

New York Times John Eligon published a profile on Brown. The profile stated that 

Brown was dealing with many problems, including shoplifting, drugs and problems 

with a neighbor. Describing Brown as “a handful” from a young age, Eligon paints a 

picture of a troubled young man with a rebellious streak and states that he was, in 

fact, “no angel” (Eligon, 2014). The piece, although also largely sympathetic to the 

family and Brown himself, sparked the movement of the hashtag with users tweeting 

and describing themselves as #noangel, claiming that the profile justified his murder. 

 The skyrocketing use of the hashtag #Ferguson lit a fire under 

#blacklivesmatter with the similarity of the killings being striking. Both victims were 

African-American teenage boys raising suspicion with their choice of clothing or 
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behavior. Neither killing could be justified in any way, as both victims were unarmed 

and seemingly innocent. The tags took to the sky in regards to racial profiling and 

social media users that claimed that bigotry was to blame for both killings, pressed for 

answers and justice for African-Americans. During the time period from June 1st, 

2014 to May 31st, 2015, an estimated over 21 million tweets were sent out using 

#ferguson and over 4 million tweets using the tag #blacklivesmatter (Freelon, 

Mcilwain og Clark, 2016, p.21). Today the tag #blacklivesmatter is a larger 

movement in the US, aimed to target bigotry and discrimination against African-

Americans and women, as well as contributing to the LGBT society, still led by 

advocators Garza, Cullors and Tometi (Blacklivesmatter, no date).  

  

3.3 #freethenipple 

On the night of 24th of March 2015, then 17-year-old Icelandic feminist and activist 

Adda Þóreyjardóttir Smáradóttir posted a photo of herself topless on Twitter using 

#freethenipple, a hashtag previously used by activists outside of Iceland. Inspired by 

the movie Free The Nipple that activated the tag, Smáradóttir was weary by the 

double standard that men can go topless and women can not due to over sexualization 

of the female breasts (Adda Þóreyjardóttir Smáradóttir, 2017). The feature film, a 

debut from director and activist Lina Esco, follows a group of young women who take 

over New York topless, to fight censorship laws in the United States where media 

worships violence but women’s bodies are censored by law (Freethenipple, 2017). 

Fed up by the sexualization of the female body, slut-shaming and double standards 

(Adda Þóreyjardóttir Smáradóttir, 2017), Smáradóttir had sparked a fire under a 

rebellion against the pornificated media constructed norms. 
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 Over the next couple of days, Twitter was over flooded with Icelandic women 

and girls posting pictures of themselves topless, using the tag #freethenipple to fight 

against slut-shaming and over sexualization of the female body. By the 25th of March 

2015, even Icelandic parliament member Björt Ólafsdóttir contributed her own topless 

picture on Twitter using #freethenipple, asking the audience to “stuff this up your 

patriarchy”. The revolt promptly reached outside of the borders of Iceland, with Los 

Angeles based news reporter Claudia Koerner posting an article about the movement 

on Buzzfeed on the 25th (Koerner, 2015), and by the 27th The Independent (Gander, 

2015a), Huffington Post (Dicker, 2015) and The Telegraph (Sanghani, 2015) had all 

posted positive editorials on the revolution. Not only online mediums picked up on 

the movement and on March 27th, the cover of Fréttablaðið, one of Iceland’s biggest 

printed newspaper, showed seven girls in a local swimming pool, all topless. A whole 

article was dedicated to the issue, applauding the girls participation for their courage 

(Vísir, 2015). 

 According to a research done by political scientist and journalist Baldvin Þór 

Bergsson, over 5000 tweets were sent out using the tag in Iceland during the first 

couple of days after Smáradóttir’s photo. Additionally, Bergsson got 1100 responses 

to a questionnaire he sent out on Twitter on the 25th. His findings state that those who 

participated in the revolution knew exactly what the movement meant and stood for 

and peer pressure played a very small part in individual participation. Bergsson 

confirmed his findings in an interview with journalist Auður Albertsdóttir (Auður 

Albertsdóttir, 2015). This discovery confirms that when taking part in an online 

campaign, people can be enlightened about the issue at hand and are acting 

independently without coercion from the online community or society.  
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 Smáradóttir believes that the online campaign had major effect, especially on 

her own generation, by steering the mindset of young men and women away from the 

pornification structured by media and Hollywood (Adda Þóreyjardóttir Smáradóttir, 

2017). Free the nipple days were organized at Icelandic high schools and three 

months after the immense initial wave of hashtags, a sit-in was organized at 

Austurvöllur square in Reykjavík in June 2015, where women sunbathed topless in 

order to de-sexualize the breast. T-shirts were sold to support the campaign, thought 

for those who were shy to go topless so they could support the cause without doing 

so, as the revolution emphasized the choice women have over their own bodies 

(Icelandmonitor, 2016). 

 With almost 4 million public posts using #freethenipple on Instagram alone, 

the tag is highly popular worldwide and has been continuously used since the movie’s 

premiere in 2014, especially on Twitter and Instagram. According to the online 

analytic source Brand24, the tag got near to a 1000 mentions on Twitter in only two 

days in April 2017. Free The Nipple is today an active organization based in the 

United States, with 173 thousand followers on Twitter and a little over 66 thousand 

likes on Facebook. The tag is still active in Iceland, with celebrations a year later in 

2016 and then again two years later with the tag being used to celebrate the 2 year 

anniversary of the freedom of the Icelandic nipple. 

  

3.4 In search of the missing 

In addition to creating political, public standpoints within the digital public sphere, 

the hashtag has proved helpful on other occasions. Social media can be either helpful 

or hurtful when searching for missing persons 
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 On Friday the 13th of January 2017, Icelandic 21-year-old Birna Brjánsdóttir 

went missing. She was last seen in security footage, walking home from a night out 

with friends at 5.25 in the morning. About a half hour later, her phone was turned off 

and the only lead was a red car driving past her in the footage (RÚV, 2017). On 

Saturday, her mother turned to Facebook when her daughter had still not come home. 

She pleaded for help from the public, claiming it was unlike her daughter to not return 

to her family or not answer her phone. That Saturday night, the police issued a formal 

alert that Birna was missing. By the 16th, the hashtag #finnumbirnu (e.#findbirna) 

was being used by Twitter and Facebook users to express concerns and share 

information and the hashtag #fyrirbirnu (e.#forbirna) was used hundreds of times 

from January 23rd to the 28th of January. Over the next few days formal and informal 

searching groups were formed, without much advancement until a shoe, the same 

brand and size as she was wearing when she disappeared, was found on the docks in 

Hafnafjörður, a suburb out of Reykjavík, by a couple of teenagers. Sergeant of police 

Birgir Örn Guðjónsson confirmed that the boys that found the shoe posted a picture of 

the shoe on social media before calling law enforcements (Birgir Örn Guðjónsson, 

2017). On January 22nd, the chief of police issued a press conference, confirming that 

the body of Birna had been found washed up on shore near Reykjavík, stating that it 

was highly likely she had been murdered (Morgunblaðið, 2017a). 

        Over the period of those nine days, Facebook and Twitter was flooded with 

pictures of Birna and Facebook statuses and tweets pleading for help or prayers for 

her life. Social media users contributed their own theories and stories that in the end 

resulted in wrong information getting to the police. The stories ranged from extensive 

drug related stories to human trafficking and eventually, a rumor that a body had been 

found by a lake in southern Iceland emerged. When police arrived at the scene, no 
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remains were to be found and the costly and time consuming operation was traced 

back to rumors on social media (Morgunblaðið, 2017b). Journalist Snærós 

Sindradóttir openly critiqued this behavior regarding social media and the radio show 

Harmageddon, led by journalists Þorkell Máni Pétursson and Frosti Logason, called 

the case “the biggest whisper game of all time” (Lára Halla Sigurðardóttir, 2017). 

 Sergeant Guðjónsson suggested that in this particular case, social media was 

noticeably helpful. Even though extra work loads and pressures were put on the police 

regarding fake information sprouting from rumors, the use of social media was more 

helpful to the investigation rather than hurting and he stated that people should 

without a doubt use social media and hashtags to try and find missing persons (Birgir 

Örn Guðjónsson, 2017). 

        On November 4th 2011, 13 year old Allie Loftis ran away from her home in 

Massachusetts. Less than a week after Loftis went missing, a Facebook page 

dedicated to finding the missing teen had over 600 followers and the hashtags 

#missing and #NYC circulated the case online, as the girl had last been seen in New 

York (Lowery, 2011). By November 16th, the teen had returned home safely after her 

father’s pleas for help on social media had been shared over 4000 times. Allie’s 

father, Tony Loftis, claimed that in an desperate attempt to bring his daughter home 

safely he turned to social media. Thanks to active media users sharing, liking and 

hashtagging, the Huffington Post picked up the story and an article in a local New 

York medium was at last seen by the neighbor of the man that had his daughter 

(Loftis, 2012). The story reached over 4000 social media users and Tony Loftis was 

in no doubt that social media brought his daughter home safe and sound. 

        Without hesitation social media can be helpful in finding missing persons. By 

sharing pictures and raising awareness of the person that is missing, the public 
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reaches out and is aware of the fact that the individual in question is missing. 

Operations such as the Missing Persons Guide in Australia and the National center for 

missing and exploited children (NCMEC) have even issued out guidelines as to how 

to use social media to help. The NCMEC has four official hashtags in use, two for 

missing children: #AMBERalert and #MissingKids. The other two, #NetSmartz and 

#kidsmartz focus on safety and behavior online and educating parents about 

abductions (NCMEC, 2016). The Australian Missing Persons Guide offers a guideline 

including using photos, Facebook pages and hashtags on Twitter to help (MPAN, 

2017). 

 When 6-year-old Etan Patz stepped on a bus alone for the first time and 

disappeared in 1979, he was the first child to appear on a milk carton in the United 

States in a desperate attempt to locate the missing child. Eventually, his case led to the 

usage of milk cartons and shopping bags to portray the faces of missing children(Parr 

and Fyfe, 2012). In February 2017, a man named Pedro Hernandez confessed to 

luring Patz to his basement and was found guilty of kidnapping and killing the child 

(Rojas, 2017). Society has since then moved on from milk cartons and shopping bags 

and social media and online mediums are taking their place to spread information and 

photographs. The hashtag in particular reaches a large group of people very quickly 

and can easily be searched for online, on all social mediums. Sergeant Guðjónsson 

claims that police use mediums such as Facebook and Twitter in order to reach the 

public, publishing what needs to be known to get help from citizens, which is often 

successful (Birgir Þór Guðjónsson, 2017). However, the downside of using social 

media is that rumors spread quickly and can easily cost the investigation in question 

both time and money.  
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 Similar to online activism, using social media platforms to find missing 

persons can be a starting point for raising awareness. The issue at hand gains attention 

and social network users worldwide are quickly informed and become attentive. 

However, the usage of social networks in this way has gained its share of criticism 

regarding mass hysteria in online users during missing persons case and people 

partaking in “fake” activism online.  

  

3.5 Slacktivism or activism? 

The term “slacktivism” was coined in the early 2010’s, a mix of “slacker” and 

“activism”. The term refers to the act of participating in an online campaign of some 

sort but not spending too much time on the matter or getting too involved. Such 

actions may include, for an example, signing online petitions, liking status updates or 

using hashtags (Lee and Hsieh, 2013, p.1). 

 Issue that constantly raises debate regarding slacktivism, is Facebook’s 

request to change your profile picture with a filter: The French flag after the Charlie 

Hebdo shootings, the Syrian flag, the Egyptian flag and so on. The most recent one in 

Iceland being the letters FO covering the picture. The letters stand for “Fokk Ofbeldi” 

(e.Fuck Violence) and is an UN women campaign attempting to raise awareness 

against violence against women. The campaigns do indeed create further awareness, 

but showing support online can only do so much when actually donating money, 

volunteering or participating physically in some way leads to more substantial results 

than changing profile pictures on Facebook. Indeed in 2016, Washington Post’s 

Rebekah Tate begged millennials to stop confusing slacktivism with activism and 

asked people to put down their phones and stop the debate on Facebook and go out 

and be actual activists (Tate, 2016) and Jill Luke from the Independent criticized 
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online political activism in students, stating that people need loud voices to be heard 

(Luke, 2014). Accordingly, in order for slacktivism to become actual activism with 

physical results, the online campaigns must take to the streets and away from the 

screens.  

 This kind of critique has raised questions as to why citizens partake in 

slacktivism in the first place. In 2013, researchers Yo-Hao Lee and Gary Hsieh tried 

to understand the behavior behind participating in slacktivism and if this participation 

actually made a difference. They argued that slacktivism might result in people 

partaking in consecutive social actions, using Leon Festinger’s theory of cognitive 

dissonance. The theory suggests that individuals feel discomfort, or dissonance, when 

holding two or more contradictory beliefs or values and will therefore alter their 

behavior in order to be persistent and true to character (Jones and Jones, 2008). The 

theory would suggest that partaking in slacktivism might increase the likelihood of 

individuals engaging in actual activism in order to be consistent in behavior and to 

balance the individual's morals. They also argued that when a person is faced with a 

moral question or activity, he or she will act based on past experiences and other 

ethical decisions. Therefore, slacktivism participation is based on where individuals 

stand on their own moral compass, if a person feels like compensating for an 

unethical decision in the past or righting a previous wrong, participation is more 

likely. The results of their research suggested that when a moral action, such as 

donating to a charity, is close to the slacktivism which was participated in, people are 

more likely to behave accordingly and donate to the charity at hand. However, if the 

subsequent activity is unrelated to the slacktivism, people will use moral balancing to 

decide whether or not to participate (Lee and Hsieh, 2013 p.9-10).  
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 These findings argue that altruism is in some way egotistical and underline 

even further that slacktivism is not real activism, but is able to develop into a real 

movement or uprising if social media users turn away from the screens and take 

action. Successful campaigns like #blacklivesmatter show how quickly slacktivism 

that begins with a single hashtag or share can turn into a public attitude and 

undeniable activism. Slacktivism is therefore a crucial part of modern activism where 

the romanticized idea of political activists from the past, icons such as Martin Luther 

King Jr., Harvey Milk and Susan B. Anthony, might not be what works best for the 

digital age. The digital public sphere pushes slacktivism as a starting point for a 

change inside the realm of the public sphere when the whole world is only a mouse 

click away on social networking sites. 

 

4.0 Discussion and final words 

Through research, interviews and analytic tools it has become clear that the hashtag 

has indeed made a great impact on modern society. It has been steadily growing from 

the moment Chris Messina found inspiration from IRC users in 2007 but no longer 

serves the sole purpose of categorizing topics. Being a platform for discussing 

political and cultural opinions somewhat freely, within regulations of each network, 

has made the hashtag a sort of modern public space. Within the public sphere social 

media has become, it has been influential in online movements and catapulted them to 

the streets, thus becoming an important stepping stone for activism to be born from 

slacktivism.  

 In spite of criticism, slacktivism has gained a decent amount of fans. Findings 

argue that people participate in slacktivism in order to feel better about themselves, to 

balance their own moral compass. If altruism is indeed egotistical to at least some 
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degree, it might be argued that no good deed is without selfishness. On the other 

hand, by partaking in slacktivism people become more likely to include themselves in 

real activism. Therefore, slacktivism must work at least to a certain point, by making 

the topic at hand visible and raising awareness. Indeed, changing profile pictures on 

Facebook or using a hashtag does not change anything, but with numbers comes 

power. Slacktivism is a stepping stone for real action to be taken and the hashtag 

quickly reaches social media users worldwide and is therefore a powerful tool. 

 Nonetheless, in order for slacktivism to become activism it must catch on. If 

using a hashtag to raise awareness, it must be easy to remember and the topic must 

concern more than a few persons. The success that followed #freethenipple for an 

example, came not only from the online community sharing and tweeting, but by the 

topic touching on the society as a whole. The topic had meaning and was relevant 

with the zeitgeist at the time. 

 Social media and the hashtag hold great meaning to modern society and have  

proven themselves useful. The society is still learning how to use social media in their 

advantage, but if used correctly slacktivism could end up being the revolutionary tool 

of the future, using the hashtag as a bullet to manipulate and pressure ruling 

governments or other powering forces. 
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